Adalyn, 13yo
Brittany Hawley @thepaperbetty
Bryan Christopher Moss @strangethingsmoss
Hakim Callwood @hakimsartnstuff
Lea Barker @leabarkerartistforhire
Niko Latham @marvins_room.mp3
Raul Ernesto Bermudez @rauloberm
Sean Fink @virtuoso_galleries
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist

Julia Barrett @jlb.art

FORT HAYES METROPOLITAN EDUCATION CENTER
546 Jack Gibbs Blvd.
(inside & outside)

Aaron Campanella
Adam Hernandez @ahernandezart
Ariel Peguero (APEG) @apegdesign
Ashton Najarian @a.najagada
Bahirah Malik @local_royalty
Barbara Fant @bloombarbfant
Briston Harris @briston15
Bryan Lightfieeld
Bryan Christopher Moss @strangethingsmoss
Cynthia Amoah @poetesscynthia
Dan Gerdeman @dangerdeman
Derrick Callender @derrickcan.draw
Dionne Custer Edwards @dionne_custer_edwards
Emily Datsko
Francesca Miller @callmefree
Hakim Callwood @hakimsartnstuff
Halle D'Amico
Jade Davis @jadetoriart @jadetoriart62
Katerina Armeria (Harris) @yellowartistry @katameric
Kaycee Nwakudu @nwakudukaycee
Kayneisha Holloway @artdealerchic
Libby Riddell
Nafisah Malik @creative_soulz_
Nicholas Schukay @schukayartistry
Peter Franz @pete_downthestreet
Rachel Herman @raychilhurmayne
Richard Duarte Brown @artwithduarte
Rosa Rumora @rosarumora
Shelbi Harris (SHEL10) @newpeace2020
Stephanie Rond @stephanierond
Tyiesha Radford Shorts @wr.l.t.e
Vincent Van Harris @harrisvincent

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
Hale Black Cultural Center, 154 W. 12th Ave.
(inside)

Dan Gerdeman @dangerdeman
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
Plaza south of the Wexner Center for the Arts, 1871 N. High St.
(outside)

Aaron Haah @ahaahmoment
Airi Marshall @doremon_2212
Aly Moore @Aaprilshowers
April Sunami @aisunami
Brittany
Bryan Owens
Cory Minton
Dionne Custer Edwards @dionne_custer_edwards
Dustin Rogers @dustinteractive
Erica LeGault
Jade Davis @jadetoriart @jadetoriart62
Jessica Roach @jmarieroach

(continued)
Jillian Smith
@miss__jillian
Joel Cross
@j.cross.art
Justin Nottke
Kelsi Minerd
Kendyll Schaeffer
@artbyschaeffer
Kristen Schwenger
Kyle Meeker
@meeke_r_h
Lisa C. Shepherd
Loryn V.
Michael Hodges
Molly Bobich
Natalie, 13yo
Rob Hren
@robillustration
Shayana P.
Siobhan Fitzgerald
Stephanie Rond
@stephanierond
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist
Kendall Schaeffer
@artbyschaeffer
Lauren Ashleigh
@laurenaashleigh
Meg Beech
Michol Childress
@Mchildress46
Peter Franz
@pete_downthestreet
Shelbi Harris (SHEL10)
@newpeace2020
Siobhan Fitzgerald
Sitiah Hodge
@Sitiahstudio
Teresa
Trinity Mattox
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist
Andrew Lundberg
@2headedhorse
Becca Persons
@beccapersonsART
Bridgid McGovern
Bryant Anthony (Beetne)
@beetne_
Daidria Eckels
@daidria
Danielle Poling
@daniellepoling
Derrick Callender
@derrickcan.draw
Felicia Dunson (FDZ)
@FDZgraffiti
Jessica Kavinsky
@jesskavinsky
Kellagh Frank
@kellaghkoi
Kelsey Yappel
@kelseyyappel
Michel Childress
@Mchildress46
Peter Franz
@pete_downthestreet
Shelbi Harris (SHEL10)
@newpeace2020
Siobhan Fitzgerald
Sitiah Hodge
@Sitiahstudio
Teresa
Trinity Mattox
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist
Unknown Artist
Additional support provided by Grange Insurance and PNC.